Luck Stone Corp. – Charlottesville Plant

2014 DMM/VTCA overall reclamation award winner

2015 IMCC non-coal reclamation award winner

Plant manager, Tom Fleming (L), and DMM director, Phil Skorupa (R), at the IMCC awards presentation
The Charlottesville plant has been mining and processing basaltic material for use in various construction applications since 1936. It has had the Albemarle County, Stone Robinson Elementary School as a close neighbor since the 1960’s. Through the years, the quarry has undertaken several projects resulting in the enhancement of the school property. Most recently, a baseball field was established by using quarry overburden material to fill a deep ravine behind the school. Luck Stone donated some of it’s own property adjoining the school to make the site large enough to accommodate the field. For this, and other work done previously, the Charlottesville quarry was given the 2014 DMM/VTCA reclamation award, and the 2015 IMCC non-coal reclamation award.